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Abstract
Since the worldwide implementation of lockdown measures due to COVID-19, there have been substantial changes in how we interact with our social and material worlds. Urban landscapes are being reimagined (Pierantoni et al., 2020), individuals are finding new ways to re-create outdoors (Rice et al., 2020), and many health services are being digitized to increase accessibility (Taylor et al., 2020). This short photo essay adds a visual component to such everyday social and material changes. More specifically, it is composed of three photographs that I took while on my solo-walks in Southern Ontario during the initial lockdown. The collection explores three themes: the irony of cleanliness, danger and contamination, and the importance of staying connected with loved ones during COVID-19.
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Lysol Lakes

Among the aquatic vegetation and other flotsam occupying the harbour, you can see the bright yellow beacon of a discarded disinfectant aerosol canister. There is an irony here somewhere; the newfound obsession with cleanliness is simultaneously contaminating our lakes. Increased consumption of disinfectant products is another part of our changing material reality.
No Fun Allowed

No longer a place of climbing, laughter, games, and scraped knees, this playground became a site of danger and contamination. Caution, it says, Do Not Enter. The ordinary is now a threat. The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed constraints on our ability to exist outside, and the repercussions of this will disproportionately affect those who rely on these resources the most.
Wash Hands, Call Grandma

Aside from my father dropping off groceries, my grandmother was alone for the first weeks of the provincial stay-home advisory policy. Despite her simple request for a visit from her grandchildren, we did not feel comfortable visiting. What if we gave her COVID? She insisted that we come see her. She said that she would rather have a shorter life surrounded by family than extend it by a few lonely years.

This photo serves as both a reminder for maintaining proper sanitary hygiene, and of the importance of reaching out to our loved ones.
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